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a b s t r a c t
Aiming at reducing the power consumption and costs of grids, this paper deals with the development
of particle swarm optimisation (PSO) based fuzzy logic controller (FLC) for charging–discharging and
scheduling of the battery energy storage systems (ESSs) in microgrid (MG) applications. Initially,
FLC was developed to control the charging–discharging of the storage system to avoid mathematical
calculation of the conventional system. However, to improve the charging–discharging control, the
membership function of the FLC is optimised using PSO technique considering the available power,
load demand, battery temperature and state of charge (SOC). The scheduling controller is the optimal
solution to achieve low-cost uninterrupted reliable power according to the loads. To reduce the grid
power demand and consumption costs, an optimal binary PSO is also introduced to schedule the ESS,
grid and distributed sources under various load conditions at different times of the day. The obtained
results proved that the robustness of the developed PSO based fuzzy control can effectively manage
the battery charging–discharging with reducing the significant grid power consumption of 42.26% and
the costs of the energy usage by 45.11% which also demonstrates the contribution of the research.
© 2020 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).1. Introduction
The rising awareness towards the development of efficient
ower generation, transmission and distribution issues aims at
itigating the environmental damage caused by the non-
enewable energy sources such as coal, petroleum or natural gas.
herefore, the transformation of current electric power systems
o renewable sources such as solar power, wind, biomass and
idal power is gaining more popularity as a solution to the power
eliability and quality issues (Hossain et al., 2019a; Uzar, 2020;
aleki et al., 2020). Various countries around the world aim to
ncrease power consumption from renewable sources by 20% by
020. However, this technology requires a storage facility as they
re not available throughout the day (Ghasemi and Enayatzare,
018). Therefore, to expedite the use of renewable sources, the
ntegration of energy storage systems (ESSs) is highly recom-
ended as an effective solution in microgrid (MG) applications
Hossain et al., 2019b).
A MG is a group of interconnected loads and distributed
ources, that can be designed in both standalone and grid-
onnected mode (Haddadian and Noroozian, 2017). A complete
rchitecture of ESS based MG was investigated in Roslan et al.
∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: hannan@uniten.edu.my (M.A. Hannan).ttps://doi.org/10.1016/j.egyr.2020.12.007
352-4847/© 2020 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access a
c-nd/4.0/).(2019), as it combines the advantages of AC and DC MGs. The
performance of ESSs varies based on the ESS material, charging–
discharging capabilities, size, energy density, lifecycle, power
electronic interfacing, nature of sources and loads (Faisal et al.,
2018). Therefore, the selection of efficient ESSs and their ap-
plication in MG is still a concern for researchers. Research on
energy storage has shown that the trends of ESS application
are increasing day by day. Fig. 1 illustrates the development of
battery ESS (BESS) technologies with their specific energy density.
As shown in the figure, Li-ion storage technology has become
widely popular compared to the other storage devices.
In the development of MG systems, controlling the charging–
discharging of ESS is necessary, as it can help in supplying
power during peak hours and absorbing power during off-peak
hours (Hajiaghasi et al., 2019). Various studies have investigated
the traditional charging–discharging techniques of the storage.
A commonly used CC–CV technique has been used to develop
a multi-objective framework for fast-charging protocols consid-
ering charging time, ageing and balanced charge (Perez et al.,
2017). This analysis proved the importance of temperature and
ageing in controlling the battery charging. Other researchers have
investigated the applications of pulse charging, reflex charging
and trickle charging methods (Zhu and Tatarchuk, 2016; Lai
et al., 2017). However, these techniques have the challenges of
complexity, over-charging or self-discharging problems, charging
rticle under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-
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Fig. 1. Development of ESS technology with specific energy density.
period, efficiency and temperature control. The droop control
method of ESSs was introduced in Zhu et al. (2018), but this
method has the problem of poor harmonic sharing, slow dy-
namic response and trade-off between voltage regulation and
load sharing. To address these issues, model predictive control
(MPC) for charging–discharging was investigated in Tang and
Wang (2019) and Wang et al. (2019), by which the network216objective function and constraints can be formulated into a finite-
time optimal control problem. This technique is suitable for
industries, robotics and vehicle navigation (Morstyn et al., 2018).
However, MPC does not suitable for nonconvex optimisation
problem, and it suffers from complex operation and less flexi-
bility. Authors in Bhowmik et al. (2018) and Mukherjee and De
(2017) proposed the proportional–integral controller for control-
ling the battery charging–discharging, but this controller lacks the
ability to realise fast charging–discharging capability. Address-
ing these challenges of the aforementioned charging–discharging
controllers, researchers are now focusing on the powerful fuzzy
logic controller (FLC) to model a nonlinear and complex dynamic
system that can be implemented to resolve the battery state of
charge (SOC) problem. The fuzzy control rule is considered as
the knowledge of experienced persons in any field of applica-
tion, and thus can provide the best decision even in incomplete
solution (Mansiri et al., 2018). Moreover, as the membership
functions (MFs) are trained offline, it is computationally intensive
and can effectively control the battery SOC. The FLC is suitable
for uncertain or approximate reasoning; depends on linguistic
model; requires no mathematical calculation; and is characterised
by smooth controlling, high precision, faster response, and easy
implementation (Keshtkar and Arzanpour, 2017). In fact, the
input and output MFs of FLC are real variables mapped with linear
or nonlinear functions (Keshtkar and Arzanpour, 2017).
In Zhang et al. (2017), FLC-based charging–discharging tech-
nique is illustrated to maintain the state-of-health of battery,
considering the SOC and power. Fuzzy controlled BESS has been
investigated for active power compensation of an MG, where
the deviation of SOC is considered when computing the addi-
tional power support to the grid (Bhattacharjee and Roy, 2018).
To stabilise the power buffer in DC MGs, Takagi-Surgeon fuzzy
model is proposed in Vafamand et al. (2019). A fuzzy logic-
based maximum power point tracker is proposed in Lalouni et al.
(2009), where the authors proved that FLC does not respond
to the climatic variation and is thus effective for adjusting the
appropriate operating voltage. In recent years, the optimisation
technique has been applied aiming to improve the FLC effec-
tiveness. In Leonori et al. (2020), genetic algorithm-based MG
energy management system is proposed to improve the energy
balance between ESS and grid. Aiming to improve the charging
time, life cycle and charging efficiency, optimal charging pattern
of lithium-ion batteries using PSO-based fuzzy controller has
been demonstrated in Wang and Liu (2015). However, in this
research, in conjunction with fuzzy controller, 5-stage constant-
current charging is employed for rapid charging. Fuzzy based
PSO approach for autonomous green power energy system with
hydrogen storage has been studied in Safari et al. (2013). The
proposed method reduced the fluctuation in battery SOC towards
the increasing of life cycle of the battery. To improve the battery
life of sensor nodes, similar method is proposed in Collotta et al.
(2017) for industrial wireless sensor networks (IWSNs) scenario.
Although temperature has strong impact in the life cycle of the
battery, this effect was not considered in these studies. In Li et al.
(2020), optimal charging of lithium-ion batteries using PSO was
illustrated and compared with the traditional CC–CV. The results
showed 3.6% better charging capability after optimisation, which
reflected the improvement in increasing the battery lifecycle and
efficiency. Moreover, SOC-based fuzzy logic supervisor controlling
techniques have been optimised for smart power control in MG
(Tidjani et al., 2017). charging–discharging current optimisation
for the SOC management of ESSs was investigated in Azzollini
et al. (2018). The modified battery model in this research is
capable to use in all commercial lead–acid batteries. However,
there is still the need for improvement in controlling the SOC of
the battery considering temperature (Nithyanandam et al., 2018),


































































ower from the renewable and grid sources and battery SOC at
time. The present research proposed an optimised FLC and has
ddressed all these parameters to mitigate the challenges of the
forementioned researches. MFs of the FLC have been optimised
sing particle swarm optimisation (PSO). PSO is chosen as it is
obust, can search the very large space of candidate solution with
ess computational time and requires the adjustment of only few
arameters. Moreover, PSO is a proven powerful tool for dealing
ith global optimisation problems with single- or multi-objective
unctions (Aghajani and Ghadimi, 2018) containing several lo-
al optimal values, and the algorithm quickly converges to the
esired pattern.
The balance between the supply and demand with optimal
peration of battery storage devices can be adjusted by incor-
orating the scheduling controller for the optimal operation of
he system. In Salcedo-Sanz et al. (2016), a novel coral reefs
ptimisation algorithm with substrate layer (CRO-SL) is proposed
or optimal battery scheduling in MG applications. However, the
ealth function of each coral larva must be computed to evalu-
te the algorithm effectiveness. Authors in Mallol-Poyato et al.
2016) introduced an adaptive nesting evolutionary algorithm
or scheduling of MGs consisting of wind turbines, solar panels
nd ESS. However, tuning of the parameters of this algorithm
s difficult to achieve to obtain the optimal solution. In Ab-
olrasol et al. (2018), an optimal scheduling controller for a
irtual power plant was investigated using binary backtracking
earch algorithm. As BBSA has 5 steps of operation, hence it
s more complex to solve the optimal operation. Computational
ime also high, which is another limitation of this optimisation
lgorithm. Artificial bee colony algorithm is proposed for optimal
cheduling of hydro-thermal power plants to minimise the cost
Alquthami et al., 2020). The main drawbacks of this algorithm
re that it suffers from improper exploitation in solving com-
licated problems and it requires the new fitness test for new
arameter to improve the performance. The optimal power man-
gement of grid-connected renewable energy systems has been
ealised by introducing the droop controller (Chen and Trifkovic,
018). However, load sharing accuracy is degraded by this tech-
ique when the per-unit impedance of each DG is unbalanced,
hich is the main barrier to apply this technology in the modern
ower system network. MPC-based smart network of residential
uilding is proposed in Bianchini et al. (2019) to schedule the
ower exchange and battery charging–discharging considering
he thermal comfort, PV power availability, and storage capacity.
he aim was to minimise the electricity cost using a two-step
ptimisation strategy. However, MPC suffers from complex oper-
tion and less flexibility. Uncertainties of price and load demand
or wind power generation in both grid-connected and islanded
odes have been modelled by mixed-integer linear programming
odel, GA, and day-ahead scheduling (Geramifar et al., 2017;
emati et al., 2018). In Zolfaghari et al. (2018), adaptive fuzzy
ain scheduling is introduced to improve the current and power
haring in parallel-connected PV systems. The fuzzy inference
ystem is optimised using H∞ theory to reduce the error in the
uzzy system. However, these controlling techniques suffer from
imitations such as inadaptability with large load variations, space
equirements and inferior quality of model prediction, complex
alculation and large computational time. The operational pro-
edures of the scheduling aim to minimise the energy coming
rom the utility grid, maintaining the charging–discharging of the
torage uninterrupted and subsequently reduce the cost of energy
onsumption. Also, the consumers motivation to buy the energy
s primarily cheaper price than utility’s price. Hence, reducing the
nergy consumption from utility grid is the important factor for
alancing the cost of consumption with increased use of DGs as
he energy sources. Addressing all these issues, aiming to reduce
217the costs of power consumption from the grid, this research
proposes to implement the binary particle swarm optimisation
(BPSO) to schedule the DGs and grid. The cost is minimised
through this optimisation, because considering the load demand,
BPSO allows the grid only when load demand exceeds the power
from battery and DGs. In other cases, the grid remains OFF,
thus ensures the optimal use of DGs and battery power towards
minimising the cost of power consumption. Like PSO, the BPSO
is advantageous as it has less parameters, only two equations to
solve the problems, which makes it less complex to obtain the
optimal output. Although BPSO has the limitation of premature
convergence and low convergence rate, it can be overcome by
multiple inertial weight strategy (Too et al., 2019), which is our
future scope of study.
Overall, from the literature, the traditional controllers suffer
from the rapid temperature rise, uncontrolled overcharging and
over-discharging, complex operation and faster charging time.
The existing FLC and optimised FLC have overcome most of these
issues and increased the life expectancy of the battery. However,
considering the temperature constraints and maintaining the safe
operating region of battery SOC are still now a great challenge for
the researchers. Thus, the obvious contribution of the proposed
model is to develop an improved optimised fuzzy model con-
sidering the SOC variation, power demand and the temperature
to control the battery SOC within the safe operating region. The
developed rules in this study successfully controlled the bat-
tery charging–discharging which has been optimised to obtain
the improved performance. Addition to this, in the present re-
search, in conjunction with the optimised fuzzy-based charging–
discharging controller, a scheduling controller using binary PSO
(BPSO) is proposed to realise optimal operation of MGs and thus
reduce the power demand from the utility grid and energy con-
sumption costs by the proper utilisation of ESS. Here, the grids,
ESS and the MGs are scheduled considering the load demand.
The results show that the fuzzy-BPSO model effectively reduces
the grid power demand and thus reduces the electricity con-
sumption costs from the grid. The proposed method can also be
applied to schedule hybrid storage systems which require addi-
tional control technique considering the response characteristics
and charging–discharging behaviour of the storage devices.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows: First, the pro-
posed architecture of optimal controlling of charging and dis-
charging of battery storage devices is described using a method-
ological framework. Then, the fuzzy control technique is illus-
trated in details. Subsequently, the optimisation of MFs of FLC is
presented. Then, the scheduling controller is described to min-
imise the consumption cost. In the following section, the results
and analysis with the specific outcomes are presented.
2. MG integrated BESS charging–discharging model
The charging–discharging model developed in this study in-
corporates distributed sources, loads, a lithium-ion battery stor-
age and a grid, as shown in Fig. 2. The distributed sources include
the diesel, PV system, wind turbine, fuel cell (FC) and biomass.
However, all the DGs are not available at all the time. Hence, to
observe the charging–discharging of the storage, the operating
time of each DGs are separated based on availability of the par-
ticular sources. So, the total power from all DGs at a particular
period is the sum of all available sources for that particular
period. As shown in the figure, the load variation for the proposed
model is considered within the range of 7 kW to 90 kW, according
to the demand at different times of the day. Load 1 to load 9
are varied to get the load variations for specific duration. All the
loads have different ratings with different switching time, hence
when the breaker of one load is closed, it means the particular







































Fig. 2. The proposed fuzzy-based charging–discharging model of lithium-ion battery.oad only is connected with the system at that time whereas the
ther loads remain disconnected. So, the total load demand for
ach particular duration is equal to the specific load connected
t this time through the circuit breaker. In this research, the
ithium-ion battery of 276 V, 400 Ah is chosen as the storage as
t has the larger storage capacity, high efficiency, fast charging
apability, prolonged lifecycle, and high-energy density (Hannan
t al., 2017). Battery integration with the grid is accomplished
hrough bidirectional buck-boost converter, where pulse width
odulation technique is used to control the converter. The key
ole of the converter is to supply the required power to the
oad from the storage device (Suresh et al., 2020). The battery
torage stabilises the dc-link voltage by equalising current at the
c-link capacitor (Bhattacharjee and Roy, 2018). DC bus voltage
s 600 V and voltage at PCC is 415 V. The safe SOC region of
he battery is selected within 20% and 80%, where, 20% is the
inimum and 80% is the maximum threshold of SOC. To evaluate
he variation of cell temperature, 25 ◦C ambient temperature
s considered. Transformer voltage rating is 11/0.415kV (Y-Y)
nd frequency is of 50 Hz. Filter inductance is 0.01 H and filter
apacitance is of 0.00001 F. Buck-boost inductance and capaci-
ance are 7.416×10−4 H and 1000 µF. The overall charging and
ischarging are controlled by the FLC considering the available
ower from the sources (both grid and DG), load demand, state of
harge and cell temperature. Thus the inputs of FLC are modelled
s Pd (power difference between the available power and load
emand), ∆SOC (difference between current battery SOC and
eference SOC) and ∆T (difference between battery temperature
nd ambient temperature). According to the FLC, if the battery
OC reaches to the minimum limit, it does not discharge beyond
his threshold and starts to charge again. On the other hand, when
he SOC reaches the maximum threshold, then the battery does
ot accept the charge above this level. The battery can operate
n both modes within the minimum and maximum limit. As the
LC output controls the battery charging–discharging, current is
herefore the output of the controller. Referring to this figure,
uzzy inference system constitutes the set of the developed rules
o control the battery charging and discharging. Each input and218output variable correspond to five fuzzy subsets, denoted as
very small (VS), medium small (MS), normal (N), medium large
(ML) and very large (VL). Later, the optimisation of fuzzy MFs to
improve the battery SOC performance is described.
3. Optimised fuzzy controller for BESS
To illustrate the optimised fuzzy BESS model, the overall ar-
chitecture can be divided into three categories. Firstly, fuzzy
controller is designed to control the charging–discharging of the
battery. To design the controller, MFs of the input and output
parameters are determined and a set of fuzzy rules have been
created to observe the performance of the controller. Perfor-
mance of the controller depends on the developed rules and the
effectiveness of the rules completely depend on the human expe-
rience. Hence, the rules should be developed within the boundary
conditions of the MFs with the expertise in this field. Secondly,
to improve the performance of the controller in controlling the
battery charging and discharging, the PSO algorithm is introduced
to optimise the fuzzy MFs. Finally, BPSO is performed to schedule
the distributed generation (DG), ESS and grid to minimise the
cost. The systematic framework of the overall architecture is
depicted in Fig. 3.
3.1. Fuzzy controller framework
In this research, the Mamdani-type fuzzy was implemented
based on the centre-of-gravity method considering the inputs
and output. Regarding the FLC design, all parameters (no. of MFs,
mapping, rules) were adjusted by an offline learning process
using the MG power, grid power, temperature and battery SOC. It
is required as smaller number of linguistic categories can reduce
the complexity and subsequently increase the efficiency of the
decision-making process during practical implementation. The
fuzzy controller gives the rule-based output of current and thus
controls the current to the battery. The fuzzy sets occur in their
conditions and conclusions, where the conditions are identical to
the rule antecedent, and the conclusion is equivalent to the rule
consequent.
M. Faisal, M.A. Hannan, P.J. Ker et al. Energy Reports 6 (2020) 215–228
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To determine the Pd, the power from DGs and load demand is
alculated according to the following equation:
d = PLOAD − PDG − PGRID (PGRID = 0, if the grid is OFF) (1)
where PLOAD is the load power and PGRID signifies the surplus grid
power after mitigating the load demand. PDG represent the total
power from the distributed generations, as shown in Fig. 2. Now,
the total distributed power, PDG, can be deduced as,
PDG = PDIE + PPV + PWT + PFC + PBIO (2)
where PDIE , PPV , PWT , PFC , and PBIO denote power from diesel
generator, PV, wind, FC and biomass, respectively.
The total required grid power PGRID,T can be obtained from
the total load demand (PLOAD,T ), total distributed power (PDG,T )
and the total battery power (PBAT ,T ), as shown from the following
equation:
PGRID,T = PLOAD ,T − PDG,T − PBAT ,T (3)
Furthermore, ∆SOC, the other input of FLC, maintains the
ranges of the maximum secure limit (SOCMAX ) and minimum se-
cure limit (SOCMIN ) to preserve the battery lifetime and efficiently
control the charging–discharging. When the SOC reaches at 20%,
whatever the demand is, the battery will get charged. When the
SOC is greater than 80%, the battery can discharge or no action
would be taken, according to the demand.
The SOC estimation can be measured by the condition:
SOCMIN ≤ SOC(n) ≤ SOCMAX
In this study, the battery SOC limit is chosen to vary from
20% to 80%. Therefore, ∆SOC can be calculated by the following219equation:
∆SOC = SOCcurrent − SOCref (4)
Considering I as the battery current, and Q as the nominal
battery capacity, the general equation to evaluate the battery SOC









Accordingly, ∆T is controlled not to exceed the minimum and
aximum limits to protect the battery from damage. Considering
he 25 ◦C ambient temperature, the range of ∆T is limited within
◦ to 35 ◦C as the safe operating region. Here, the ambient
emperature is kept constant as different operating temperature
ffects the performance of battery over time at different rates
nd subsequently reduces the life time. For rapid evaluation of
he cell temperature, the equivalent electric thermal model of
he lithium-ion battery is illustrated in Motapon et al. (2017).
ccording to this model, the battery temperature (Tcell) can be




1+ s · tc
· (Rth · Ploss (s)+ Ta (s))
)
(6)
where Ta (s) is the Laplace transform of ambient temperature (◦C),
Rth is the thermal resistance of the battery equivalent circuit, tc is
the thermal time constant and Ploss (s) is the Laplace transform
of power loss. The power loss during discharge and charging
process includes the polarisation loss, internal resistance loss, and
losses due to electrochemical reaction. In this research, during
matlab simulation, the cell temperature was observed directly












VS MS N ML VL
∆SOC , ∆T
VS/VS VS VS VS VS VS
MS/MS VS VS N ML ML
N/N VS MS N ML ML
ML/ML VS MS N ML VL
VL/VL N N N ML VL
VS = Very small, MS = Medium small, N-Normal, ML-Medium large, VL = Very
large.
by activating the temperature affect in the lithium-ion battery
model.
Now, as shown in the proposed model, the other input of FLC,
the temperature difference (∆T ) between cell (Tcell) and ambient
temperature (Ta) can be evaluated by
∆T = Tcell − Ta (7)
Throughout the system implementation, boundaries and the
step leaders (A0, A1. . . A20, as shown in Fig. 2) are arranged such
that no one can overlap the other. Conditions of not overlapping
can be deduced as
A(t − 1) < A(t) < A(t + 1), where t = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 20. (8)
Thus, constraints for fuzzy charging–discharging optimisation can
be expressed as
∆SOCMIN ≤ ∆SOC(n) ≤ ∆SOCMAX
Pd,MIN ≤ Pd(n) ≤ Pd,MAX (9)
∆TMIN ≤ ∆T(n) ≤ ∆TMAX
These constraints control the fuzzy output current to battery for
efficient charging–discharging.
As shown in Table 1, 25 rules have been designed to regulate
the battery charging–discharging. First rule of the table shows
that, if ∆SOC is VS, ∆T is VS, Pd is VS, then the output current I is
VS. This rule illustrates that if the battery SOC and temperature
are low and the demand is high enough, the battery operates in
charging mode. Following this, rule 25 of the table reveals that if
∆SOC is VL, ∆T is VL, Pd is VL, then the output current I is VS. It
implies that if the battery SOC is high, temperature also becomes
high, and therefore, with a low load demand, the battery operates
in discharging mode.
Overall, if the SOC goes below the acceptable range, the battery
surely charges irrespective of the load demand. On the other
hand, if the battery SOC peaks at its maximum limit, then it
does not accept the charge, thus protecting the battery from
over-charging or over-discharging.
3.2. Fuzzy-based PSO for charging–discharging
In general, fuzzy sets cannot distinguish the differences be-
tween the positive and negative information of MFs. However,
a balanced fuzzy set theory is essential to develop an optimal
algorithm. Accordingly, in this research, fuzzy-based PSO solves
the optimisation problems on the boundary information of the
MF of power difference, SOC and temperature difference of the
battery.
PSO is a computational method to iteratively find the optimal
solution by improving a candidate solution based on the given
measure of quality (Hossain et al., 2019a). It solves the problem
using the population of particles and by moving these particles
in the search space following simple mathematical formulae over
the particle’s position and velocity. According to this theory, each220Table 2
Framework of PSO for battery charging–discharging.
Input: ProblemSize , PopulationSize
Output: PgBest
Population ←ϕ, PgBest←ϕ
For N = 1 to Population Size do
PVelocity←Random Velocity(), PPosition←Random Position(PopulationSize)
PpBest←PPosition
if (SOC(PpBest ) ≤ SOC(PgBest ))
PgBest ← PpBest
end; end
while (i ≤ iterationmax)
for(P ϵ Population)%Update velocity
PVelocity← Update velocity (PVelocity , PgBest , PpBest )
PPosition← Update position (PPosition , PVelocity)
if (SOC(PPosition) ≤ SOC(PpBest ))
PpBest ← PPosition
if (SOC(PpBest ) ≤ SOC(PgBest ))
PgBest ← PpBest
end; end; end; end
return (PgBest )
particle swarm reflects a solution in the solution space, and each
particle i has a current position, current velocity and personal





respectively. The particle first searches the local best position for
each iteration, and then the global best position is determined
from all previous iterations. Equations for PSO to determine the
updated position and velocity can be expressed as,



















i (t + 1) (11)
Here, V di (t + 1) and V
d
i respectively denote the update and
current velocity of the particles, while Xdi (t + 1) and X
d
i re-
spectively represent the update and current position; w is the
inertia weight; c1 and c2 are the social rate and cognitive rate,
respectively; and r1 and r2 are random values within the interval
(0, 1). It is noted that PSO has the limitation to get the optimal
solution when the algorithm falls around the local minimum. To
solve this issue, the appropriate inertia weight w can be chosen,
the parameters r1 and r2 can be adjusted to obtain the better
solution and make the convergence speed faster (Gao et al., 2019).
Table 2 presents the steps of the PSO algorithm.
According to this algorithm, first, the PSO parameters are
initialised with the swarm size, problem dimension and iteration
number. Following this initialisation step, the objective function
is estimated for each particle, and the velocity and position are
updated. Therefore, personal best (pbest) and global best (gbest)
are determined. Personal and global positions lead the particle
towards a suitable direction and augment the prospect to find the
global best solution. The updated velocity and position are used
to evaluate the objective function again. Therefore, to accelerate






where wmax and wmin are the maximum and minimum inertia
weights, respectively; iteration is the current iteration number
nd iterationmax is the maximum allowable iteration. Moreover,
s the defuzzification generates the suitable crisp value from
he FLC, the best boundaries of MFs need to be determined. As
he output parameter of the FLC is current, and the rules have
een created to control the current, hence, to ensure the smooth
peration and to control the overcharging or over-discharging of




































he battery, the objective function can be expressed as,







here, I(ti) denotes the battery current (to/from) for charg-
ng/discharging at time ti. Hence, following the mean square error
MSE) technique, considering the estimated value (Iest ) and actual
alue (Iactual), the function I(ti) = (Iest − Iactual)2/N determines the
ptimal solution by obtaining the minimum value of the objective
unction through iteration. When charge drawn/supplied by the
attery, the estimated value of the battery current can be moni-
ored by using Eq. (5). To obtain the fuzzy output, in this research,
entre of gravity is used, and the expression for obtaining the






where outputcrisp denotes the controller output, I is the output
value of MFs and n is the rule number. Now, in addition to Eqs. (8)








PLOAD(t) (for charging) (15)
T∑
t=1




PLOAD(t) (for discharging) (16)
Eq. (15) depicts that, for charging, there must have the surplus
generated power compare to the load demand, whereas, Eq. (16)
shows that, the battery discharges if the generated power be-
comes less than the load demand. The output of the proposed
charging–discharging model is optimised by optimising the input
and output MFs of the FLC. Optimised fuzzy MFs for each input
and output are shown in Fig. 4. 100 iterations are used to optimise
the fuzzy output. It shows that, the objective function reaches its
minimum value after 93 iterations, which is depicted in Fig. 5.221Fig. 5. Objective function of PSO.
.3. Fuzzy-based PSO for scheduling controller
A scheduling controller is adopted to schedule ON and OFF of
he distributed sources, battery storage and grid according to the
oad demand aiming to minimise the consumption cost. There-
ore, suitable source can be selected for economically optimal
ispatch through this controller. Since the distributed sources
uch as solar and wind mostly depend on several factors, such
s weather condition and temperature, the power from these
ources are not always available. Fig. 6(a) shows the wind speed,
nd Fig. 6(b) depicts the solar irradiance at different times of a
articular day. The solar irradiance is shown to be maximum at
oon, and from 7:30 PM to 6 AM, it is almost zero, and therefore,
o solar power can be produced at this time.
Consequently, an optimised algorithm is mandatory to manage
he energy demand for the loads. Therefore, fuzzy-based BPSO is
roposed to solve the optimisation problem on the operational
onstraints of the available sources and loads to minimise the
bjective function of mean cost by reducing the grid energy
onsumption. Constraints to manage the optimisation can be
ormulated as follows:
roduction capacity:
Each power unit of the DG should produce energy within the
apacity:
PDG,min(t) ≤ PDG(t) ≤ PDG,max(t)
GRID,min(t) ≤ PGRID(t) ≤ PGRID,max(t) (17)
PBAT ,min(t) ≤ PBAT (t) ≤ PBAT ,max(t)
eneration and load balance:









Fig. 6. Solar irradiance and wind speed data: (a) wind speed (m/s); (b) solar irradiance (W/m2).The total amount of power produced by DGs, grids and power
should manage the load demand.
T∑
t=1





Load and battery charging–discharging limitation:
The load demand cannot be more than the total generated
power from battery, grid and DGs. Therefore, charging and dis-
charging of the battery should not cross the minimum and max-
imum charging or discharging capacities.
PCh arg e(t) ≤ PCh arg e,max(t) (19)
Pdisch arg e(t) ≤ Pdisch arg e,max(t)
As the objective function is to minimise the cost and reduce
the grid energy consumption, uncertainties considered for the





PWT (t) = P
forecast
WT +∆PWT






Pr iceGRID(t) = Pr ice
forecast
GRID +∆PriceGRID
where ∆PDIE , ∆PWT , ∆PPV , ∆PLOAD, ∆PriceGRID are the forecasted
iesel power output error, wind power output error, solar power
utput error, forecasted load power error and forecasted market
rice error.
The proposed method involves finding the best schedule to
egulate the power dispatch from the sources, and thus, the cost
s minimised. In this research, BPSO is used as the scheduling
ontroller as it requires less computational time and is easy to im-
lement. Twenty swarms were selected for this purpose, where
ach swarm represents a cell (schedule). The iteration ran for 100222Fig. 7. Objective function of BPSO.
loops. The output of the objective function after completing the
operation is shown in Fig. 7.
The obtained plot shows that the minimum cost was attained
after 45 iterations. The particles in BPSO are represented as a bit
string or binary, the value of which may be either 0 (OFF) or 1
(ON). To perform this task, initially a matrix of 7 columns and 24
rows was formed. Equations for generating random schedule in
decimal and then converting to binary can be expressed as
swarm (h,s) = rand ·
⎡⎢⎣ swarm (1,1) · · · swarm (1,s)... . . . ...
swarm (h,1) · · · swarm (h,s)
⎤⎥⎦ (21)
swarmB (h,s) = rand ·
⎡⎢⎣ swarmB (1,1) · · · swarmB (1,s)... . . . ...
swarmB (h,1) · · · swarmB (h,s)
⎤⎥⎦ (22)
where swarm and swarmB define the random decimal popula-
tion matrix and random binary population matrix, respectively.
Moreover, h = 1, 2, 3 · · · · · · , 24 denotes the hours in a day and
s = 1, 2, 3 · · · · · · , 7 is the status of DG, grid and battery switches.
The best cell is stored in Pbest_TD and Pbest_TB, for decimal and
binary population matrix, respectively. Equations for the total can

















⎡⎢⎣ swarm (1,1) · · · swarm (1,s)... . . . ...
swarm (h,1) · · · swarm (h,s)
⎤⎥⎦ · · ·
×
⎡⎢⎣ swarm (1,1) · · · swarm (1,s)... . . . ...






⎡⎢⎣ swarmB (1,1) · · · swarmB (1,s)... . . . ...
swarmB (h,1) · · · swarmB (h,s)
⎤⎥⎦ · · ·
×
⎡⎢⎣ swarmB (1,1) · · · swarmB (1,s)... . . . ...





where k is population size, and swarmT and swarmTB are the
totals of all swarm and swarmB cells, respectively.
Following this step, the conversion from decimal to binary









f sigmoid > rand then TB{i} = 1 else TB{i} = 0
The minimum evaluation and swarm_TD {best} is stored at fbest
nd gbest , the location of minimum evaluation is best; therefore,
[fbest , best] = min (Evaluation) (26)
best = swarm_TD {best} (27)
Following equations (7) and (8), the update velocity and posi-
ion can be written as
{k+ 1} = w × v {k} + c1 × rand× (Pbest_TD {k}
− swarm_TD {k})+ c2 × rand× (gbest − swarm_TD {k}) (28)
ewposition = swarmTD {k} + v {k+ 1} (29)
warm_TD {k} = new_position (30)
The objective function is to minimise the cost, and can be
xpressed as,










IV × power factor (32)
here P(t) denotes the power consumption from the grid, I is the
urrent, V is the voltage, T is the time, and cost/kWh indicates the
per unit cost of electricity in an hour. Thus, the best schedule to
minimise the cost can be obtained from the minimum evaluation
and best cell Pbest_TB. Therefore, cost saving depends on both the
DG and battery. For a fixed battery, costs savings increases with
larger DGs as the payback time of the overall system decreases,
and for the fixed DGs, costs savings grows as the battery size
increases, and if the battery size crosses the threshold limit, the
system payback time increases. In this research, only the opera-
tion cost is considered. Therefore, for the Malaysian perspective,
total cost/day is calculated using the following equation:
Cost(RM/Day)
=
Energy consumption in kWh per day× Cost(cent/kWh)
100
(33)223Table 3
Analysis of battery charging–discharging behaviour.
Time Grid DG Condition Battery
0–0.1 s OFF ON PLOAD > PDG Discharging
0.1–0.2 s OFF ON PDG > PLOAD Charging
0.2–0.4 s OFF ON PLOAD > PDG Discharging
0.4–0.5 s OFF ON PLOAD > PDG Discharging
0.5–0.8 s ON ON PGRID > PLOAD Charging
0.8–0.9 s OFF ON PDG > PLOAD Charging
0.9–1 s OFF ON PDG > PLOAD Charging
4. Results and discussions
To illustrate the performance of the developed model for bat-
tery charging–discharging, firstly, load demand of the consumers
and power from DG, along with their differences, are depicted
in Fig. 8. The figure shows that the load varied according to the
consumer demand at different periods. For simulation purpose,
to prove the robustness of the proposed controller under rapid
fluctuation of the load, we have shown the various load variation
within 1 s, whereas, the minimum and maximum load are 7 kW
and 90 kW, during 0.1–0.2 s and 0.4–0.5 s, respectively. The
output of FLC, i.e., current, was controlled based on the developed
rules to supply the power to the load. The FLC is designed to
charge the battery when the power is available and discharges
when the demand exceeds the generated power. Later, PSO was
introduced to improve the controlling performance of the battery
SOC.
Fig. 9 shows the temperature effect when controlling the
battery charging–discharging. From the figure, it is clear that,
without fuzzy, the cell temperature rose rapidly from the initial
level of 25 ◦C to 38 ◦C after 1 s, while, with fuzzy, the initial rapid
peak was reduced, and it continued throughout the operation.
Thus, following the conditions during the development of fuzzy
controller, the temperature rise dropped at about 34 ◦C within
the same period. Fuzzy PSO reduced the battery temperature
more and reached 33 ◦C at this time. Therefore, considering
the ambient temperature, fuzzy PSO showed better performance
compared with the fuzzy-only system.
Moreover, the results show that the battery SOC was con-
trolled by both the charging and discharging. Figs. 10 and 11
reflect the SOC and current output for both fuzzy and fuzzy PSO
conditions. As the grid is initially OFF, and the load demand
is greater than the distributed generation (Fig. 8), hence, the
battery discharges through the load. From Fig. 10, the battery SOC
shows decreasing trend within 0–0.1 s and the discharging bat-
tery current also reveals in Fig. 11. From 0.1–0.2 s, the distributed
generation exceeds the load demand (Fig. 8), hence the battery
SOC is increasing (Fig. 10) and the battery current also shows
the charging trend (Fig. 11). The other charging or discharging
cases also can be explained in the similar way except the time
duration 0.5–0.8 s, where, the grid is ON, and meets the load
demand. Hence, the battery charges within this period as the total
generated power from grid and DG becomes greater than the load
demand. The overall performance of fuzzy and fuzzy PSO output
with respect to the load demand, grid operation, DG power and
ESS condition is tabulated in Table 3.
According to the table, the grid operated from 0.5–0.8 s only,
while battery was charging or discharging, based on the load
demand. From 0–0.1 s and 0.2–0.5 s, the battery discharged,
while for the other cases, the battery charged. Overall, from the
analysis of Figs. 10 and 11, it is observed that the battery SOC
control was improved by the optimised fuzzy system than the
fuzzy-only system, and moreover, the battery current was more
stable in the optimised fuzzy. Therefore, the objective to improve
the SOC control with the optimised PSO was achieved. Overall,




Fig. 8. DG power, load demand and their differences.Fig. 9. Cell temperature curve without fuzzy, with fuzzy and with optimised fuzzy.Fig. 10. SOC with fuzzy and optimised fuzzy.Fig. 11. Battery current with fuzzy and optimised fuzzy.t can be said that the contribution of this research is proven
o control the battery charging–discharging of the battery under
udden load variation towards increasing the life expectancy of224the battery. It is also seen that, within this short duration, the
optimised FLC outperforms the fuzzy only system in faster battery
charging (0.5–1 s, as shown in Fig. 10), which in turns proves
M. Faisal, M.A. Hannan, P.J. Ker et al. Energy Reports 6 (2020) 215–228Fig. 12. (a) Individual DG power, grid power, battery power and load curve (b) Aggregated DG power and grid power profile to the load for charging–discharging
of the battery.the robustness of the proposed optimised topology compare to
unoptimised fuzzy only system for long time operation of battery
charging–discharging. Similar research on fuzzy PSO system with
hydrogen storage (Safari et al., 2013), showed the load variation225after every 1 h, which does not prove the robustness in response
to sudden load variation. Another significant limitation of this
research is not considering the temperature, which is the signifi-
cant parameter of the battery. Another research on similar control

































BPSO scheduling controller operation.technique reveals that, the battery charges when the battery
SOC goes below the lower threshold 50% and the load variation
also was between 100 kW to 110 kW throughout the simulation
(Zhao et al., 2015). Here also temperature was avoided. Hence,
it is proven that the proposed optimised topology shows the
robustness in wide variation of load within shortest duration.
The BPSO algorithm generates a binary schedule of 1 or 0,
or ON and OFF states, respectively. The BPSO schedules the dis-
ributed sources, grid and battery storage devices for mitigating
he load demand and thus saves energy and consumption cost.
able 4 presents the best schedule to manage the energy crisis
ased on the load demand. Fig. 12 is the graphical representation
f the energy management behaviour for the proposed scheduling
ontroller. Fig. 12(a) illustrates the power profile during the ON
nd OFF states of the individual distributed sources, grid and
attery based on the load demand. It shows that the distributed
ources, grid and battery supplied the power to the load according
o the load demand in 24 h duration. Here, the grid power is
ssumed to be uninterrupted during the time of operation. As
he solar irradiance is high between 7AM to 7PM, hence the
V generates power as shown in Fig. 12, and it reaches peak at
2PM. The wind power generation also shows the real data at any
articular day in Malaysia based on the real wind speed at that
ay. The grid power profile shows that, it remains ON to meet the
oad demand between 1PM–4PM and 7PM–9PM. Fig. 12(b) shows
he accumulated output of the distributed sources, thus shows
he clear architecture of the power balance of the battery and grid
ith respect to load demand. This figure clearly demonstrates
hat, the surplus generated power after mitigating the load de-
and goes to charge the battery, in both grid ON and OFF mode.
hen the grid is OFF, if the total distributed power becomes
reater than the load demand, the surplus amount is used to
harge the battery. On the other hand, when the total distributed
ower becomes less than the load demand, the battery supplies
ower to the load. The supplied and absorbed battery power is
epicted in Fig. 12. It is also seen that, when the grid is ON,
he total load demand is mitigated by the grid power, hence the
urplus amount of total power is used to charge the battery.226Fig. 13. Cost without scheduling and with scheduling.
Throughout the day, when the grid is ON, the battery does not
supply the power to the load. However, when the load demand is
less than the total distributed power, then only the DG mitigates
the load demand. For other cases, both DG and battery work
together to supply the power to the load. The benefit of this
scheduling is directly related to the less energy consumption
from the grid; thus the scheduling reduces the consumption
cost, which is the main objective of developing this controller
(Yamchi et al., 2019). The total energy required from the utility
grid to mitigate the load demand is calculated as 911 kWh. When
the optimal MG scheduling with the renewable energy sources
and ESSs were adopted, the total grid power consumption by
the load reduced to 385 kWh which is 42.26% of the total load
demand. According to the Malaysian tariff rate, the per-kWh cost
of electricity consumption varies from 21.8 to 57.10 cent/kWh in
the domestic sector. Therefore, considering the average cost/kWh
as 30 cents, the total cost without scheduling and in full grid-
connected mode reaches 273.3 RM /day. However, as shown
in Fig. 13, with scheduling and battery storage system, the re-
sult shows that the minimum cost with this scheduling was
RM 150/day. Therefore, the total amount of the cost saved was
RM 123.3/day (45.11%).







































This paper presents the FLC to control the charging–
ischarging of a li-ion battery and achieves an optimal SOC
hrough MF optimisation by the PSO algorithm. The simulation
esults show that the performance of the battery SOC control was
mproved, and thus, the current supply to the load was limited.
he objective of this study is validated through the scheduling
ontroller, which minimises the consumption cost. In addition, to
ake the overall system cost-effective, with the developed FLC
or the efficient charging–discharging of ESS, an optimal schedul-
ng controller is proposed which provided the best schedule of
upplying power from the grid, battery and distributed sources
o the loads. This technique proves the efficiency and economic
easibility of the controller by reducing the significant 42.26% grid
nergy consumption by the load and saving the costs by about
M123.3/day. To sum up, the notable contribution of this study
s the proposed optimised FLC, whose robustness in controlling
he charging–discharging of lithium-ion battery has been proven.
oreover, the optimised scheduling controller developed using
PSO schedules the operation of all MG sources, grids, fuzzy
ontrolled ESS and loads in a 24 h duration to minimise the grid
ower demand and minimise the cost.
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